Service Description:

Services Offered

Macedonia Tours is a tours management company, providing incoming tourists into the Republic of Macedonia a way to access the absolute best single day and multi day adventure tours. Our tour guides are experienced, fully licensed and qualified according to the laws of the Republic of Macedonia.

Macedonia Tours offers single day activities such as hiking, mountain biking, paragliding and skydiving. Our multiday days may be a combination of different activities or a single activity, visiting the best natural and cultural spots in Macedonia.

All of our tours & activities include customer pick up, drop off and a 24 hour emergency service.

Each activity has its particular requirements clearly stated on its respective webpage.

Novice, Intermediate & Extreme rating system

We use a Novice, Intermediate & extreme rating system to provide customers an indication on a particular tours difficulty level, based on fitness and experience.

Novice - Means that this can be the first time you partake in the selected activity. You do not need any level of fitness, just enthusiasm.

Intermediate - Means you are already active and have a good fitness level. You would participate in sport or other exercise and generally be healthy. The intermediate rating would imply that you have performed your activity type before and you are not completely new to it.

Extreme - This difficulty is only for experienced participants who have a good understanding of the activity type and are ready for an adrenalin pumping experience.
Feedback

*Macedonia Tours* welcomes your comments regarding this Service Description. If you have any questions about this policy and would like further information, please contact us by any of the following means during business hours Monday to Friday.

Email : info@macedonia-tours.com